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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Outliers, Trimming, and Winsorizing
The mean is a well-known and “cherished” (Dixon & Yuen, 1974, p.158)
estimator of location due to its ease of calculation. However, it is not robust due to its
finite breakdown point of

1
(Wilcox, 1996), meaning that only one arbitrarily large or
N

small value, or outlier, can significantly reduce its accuracy. For over a century, there
have been many attempts to create algorithms and rules to identify and reject outliers,
often for the purpose of eliminating (trimming) or adjusting (Winsorizing) them in order
to increase the accuracy of the mean. An example is to use least squares and reject any
value that (in magnitude) exceeds five times the probable error. This method assumes a
Gaussian distribution (Anscombe & Guttman, 1960) which can be as common as a
unicorn (see Micceri, 1989). Kruskal (1960) advised to trim the outliers using least
squares and then analyze the remaining data (but recommended to record the outlying
values).
Every method of identifying outliers has strengths and weaknesses due to the
relative accuracy they provide given a specific distribution of data. In the case of using
least squares, for example, the probable error may be too small to be of use (for
detection) in the case of multiple outliers that are more extreme in value.
An underlying assumption of the t-test for independent samples is that the data are
normally distributed. Because this test compares means, it also helps if the mean is an
accurate estimate of location. If the mean is inaccurate due to the presence of outliers
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(and as a result, the distribution departs from normality) the comparison of means can
become less robust to type I and II errors (Zimmerman, 1994).
Outliers increase variability about the mean (whereas inliers decrease such
variability). However, the removal of outliers is equated with a decrease in the degrees of
freedom, and may decrease comparative statistical power. This loss of power can
potentially be exacerbated if asymptotic critical t values are used since the critical values
will be higher, leading to conservative p-values.
The impact of outliers on mean comparisons is common in research. Orr et al.
(1991) identified many studies where all data points were retained with no attempt to
detect outliers. When outliers were addressed in these studies, they were treated
inconsistently. A problem in comparing outliers of various data sets is the fact that not all
outliers occur for the same reason. Therefore, the detection and treatment of outliers
should vary depending on their causes, should they be known. Yet when causes are
common, treatment should be consistent.
Two common procedures for dealing with outliers are trimming and Winsorizing.
Trimming involves sorting an array of data, dropping the outliers, and calculating the
mean, or other statistic, based on what remains. Winsorizing involves taking those same
values that would otherwise be trimmed and replacing them with the values that would
remain at the end(s) of the sorted, trimmed array. This serves to pull the mean toward the
middle of the distribution (Dixon, 1960) while at the same time preserving the sample
size. “In essence, the Winsorized mean pays more attention to the central portion of a
distribution by transforming the tails” (Wilcox, 2005, p. 28). For example, the following
array would be trimmed and Winsorized as follows:
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Original: 1, 5, 6, 7, 10
20% Trimmed: 5, 6, 7
20% Winsorized: 5, 5, 6, 7, 7
The above sample is shown to be both trimmed and Winsorized 20%
symmetrically, because 1 out of 5 values are trimmed or Winsorized at each end. This
will be referred to as a 20% Winsorization, although the exact percentage will vary. Also,
the Winsorized amount is 1, though it occurs at both ends of the data.
In addition to the idea of a mean being robust, another widely-spread
misconception is that naturally-occurring data tend to be normally-distributed and that
parametric tests (that assume normality) are robust to Type I and II errors under nonnormal conditions (Micceri, 1989). For type II errors, the misconception exists even
when compared to nonparametric competitors. The contrary has been demonstrated by
Sawilowsky (1990). If Type I (or II) error rate of a test is inexact, one may be mistakenly
rejecting (or failing to reject) the null hypothesis more or less than the specified
significance level, making the test non-robust.
Statement of the Problem
This study aims to compare approximate and Monte Carlo-derived critical values
with respect to types I and II error robustness properties. Because one or more outliers
may greatly reduce the accuracy of the mean, lead to inexact Type I and/or II error rates,
and may either be inconsistently or not addressed in research, the scientific community is
in need of robust procedures that can easily be used when one or more outliers are
present. The Winsorized t-test for independent samples is one such procedure. As the
contrived example in table 1 shows, Winsorizing samples before running a t-test can
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serve to increase power (since the lower-tail decision became to reject the null after
Winsorizing). It is important to note that t-obtained changed from -1.37 to -4.16 and -4.88
for one and three Winsorized values (respectively). Though the decisions were the same
for traditional (based on the adjusted degrees of freedom) and Winsorized critical values,
these values differ. One may be left wondering if this difference in critical values matters
(in terms of types I and II error), if this example is realistic, and if such results may occur
with “real life” data. This study aims to explore this by drawing samples from eight
commonly-occurring distributions (in Education and Psychology) as estimated by
Micceri (1989). To be sure, the null hypothesis when using a Winsorized t test is that the
Winsorized population means are the same.
Historically, knowledge of the robustness properties of the Winsorized t has been
based on traditional, estimated ((h1 + h2) – 2 degrees of freedom) critical values (Dixon &
Tukey, 1968). This study aims to determine whether the Winsorized t formula should be
used with traditional, estimated critical values or if (and/or when) it would be better
(more robust) to use the traditional t formula with Farrell-Singleton’s (2010) table of
Winsorized t critical values. The use of Micceri’s real population distribution estimates
from Educational and Psychometric data will help to generate results that account for
real-world data encountered by researchers in these areas and possibly beyond (where
measures are often discrete or bounded). This study will also generate samples from
Mathematical distributions for comparison with results from other such studies.
Assumptions and Limitations:
The real population distributions used in these simulations (from Micceri, 1989)
are estimated from specific types of measures (achievement and psychometric) and
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therefore any results obtained regarding robustness should pertain only to statistical
analyses conducted with those types of data sets and for Mathematical distributions,
though their occurrence may be rare in real data sets.
Definitions
Alpha (a): See type I error.
Assumption: A requirement for a statistical test in order that type I errors will be as
specified (i.e. p = .05)
Critical Value: A value used to determine if the formulaic result of a statistical procedure
is significant.
Conservative: When a test does not reject the null hypothesis as much as it should for a
given type I error rate.
Contamination: When values in a distribution occur due to the presence of a separate
distribution.
Degrees of Freedom (df): The number of values in a sample that are free to vary after all
others are constrained by a formula.
g-times: The number of values being Winsorized from each end of a sample (also called
k-times).
Heavy-Tailed: A characteristic of a distribution where the probability for extreme values
exceeds that of the distribution assumed by the test (i.e. normal distribution).
Least Squares: A procedure that minimizes the squared differences between each value in
a sample and the mean for that sample.
Liberal(1): When a test rejects the null hypothesis more than it should for a given type I
error rate.
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Liberal (2): According to Bradley (1978), when type I error falls within plus or minus
half of the nominal alpha level.
Lower Tail: The lower extreme of a set of values in a distribution.
Monte Carlo Simulation: The use of a computer program to simulate some aspect of
reality to make determinations of the nature of or change in reality through repeated
sampling via Monte Carlo methods (Sawilowsky & Fahoome, 2003).
Normality: A state of a data distribution where it fits the normal or Gaussian curve.
Nonparametric Test: A statistical test of significance that makes no assumption about the
shape of the sampling distribution.
Outlier: A datum whose value is outside of what is considered to be the normal range of
a given distribution.
Parametric Test: A statistical test of significance that assumes specific population
parameters about the shape of the sampling distribution.
Power: The ability to detect a significant difference or effect between sets of data (also
known as the inverse of type II error).
Robustness: The degree to which a statistical test maintains types I and II error rates in
light of assumption violations.
Robust Test (Procedure): A statistical test that maintains type I error rates in light of
assumption violations.
Stringent: According to Bradley (1978), when type I error falls within plus or minus onetenth of the nominal alpha level.
Sum of Squares: The sum of the squared differences between each value and the mean of
all values within a sample.
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Skewed Distribution: A distribution that has extremely high or low scores which pull the
distribution to one side or the other.
Significance Level: The probability of making a type I error when conducting a
hypothesis test (Triola, 1997).
Type I Error: The rejection of the null hypothesis when it is true.
Type II Error: The failure to reject the null hypothesis when it is false (known as the
inverse of power).
Upper Tail: The upper extreme of a set of values in a distribution.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Addressing Outliers
According to Kruskal (1960), the decision to include or exclude outliers from an
analysis should depend on the goal of the study. If the goal is to, for example, calculate
the average value, he recommended omitting the outlier (noting the frequency,
magnitude, and value). If the goal is to compare methods for measuring the average, then
he recommended including the outlier. Kruskal also recommended running tests with and
without outliers and if the null is not rejected or accepted in both cases, the researcher
“should view any conclusions from the experiment with very great caution” (p. 3). No
mention of experiment-wise error inflation (as a result of running two tests) was
mentioned in the article, which of course, could be a potentially serious limitation to
Kruskal’s approach. Also, the critical values for each experiment (with and without
outliers) or the formula for obtaining the t statistic may need to differ from the traditional
values or formula, which is the topic of this dissertation.
In many cases, the representativeness of any potential outlier is not known
because population parameters are often not known. Therefore, it is best to attempt to
classify outlier(s) as follows:
Outliers within a sample usually occur due to one of the following reasons:
1. Typographical error
2. Measurement error
3. A heavy-tailed population distribution
4. Contamination
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Hawkins (1980) suggested that “when deciding whether to use Winsorization or outright
rejection (trimming) of outlying observations, one should be guided by the underlying
model of the data” (p. 5).
Typographical errors can occur during data entry. For example, an “83” may
unintentionally be typed instead of a “38”, causing it to be an outlier. When this occurs,
the outlier is neither representative of the sample nor the population and (according to
Hawkins) should be trimmed because it “contain(s) no information about the basic
distribution” (Hawkins, p. 5). With data entry being a common practice in research, it
follows that such outliers are common.
Measurement error is prevalent in any tool used to measure attitudes, knowledge,
or hypothetical actions or decisions. Though items, indices, and scales may be rated for
reliability and validity, resulting data may (and often will) contain outliers for a variety of
reasons. For example, if a student always has scores of 90% or above and on a similar
test receives a 50% on a test covering the same content, this is an obvious case of an
outlier likely attributable to measurement error. As with the example of the typographical
error above, the outlier should be trimmed, according to Hawkins, for the same reason.
Some populations are naturally heavy-tailed.
If the observations are generated by mechanism (i), the heavy-tailed distribution,
and one wishes to estimate the parameters of this distribution, then the outliers
represent valid observations. Thus one should be reluctant to discard them
entirely, and hence prefer to use Winsorization, which is robust, but does make
partial use of the outliers (Hawkins, p. 5)
Contamination occurs when the outliers are present as a result of sampling from a
different distribution in addition to the distribution of interest. Hawkins describes this as
mechanism (ii).
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If, on the other hand, one believes that mechanism (ii) is operative, and one is
interested in estimating the parameters of the basic distribution, then
Winsorization should not be used. In this case, the outliers may be presumed to
come from the contaminating distribution, and hence to contain no information
about the basic distribution. Thus to the extent that one is sure that they are not
from the basic distribution, one should ignore them. This may be done in a
classical way by deleting them as soon as one rejects the null hypothesis that they
come from the basic distribution, or in a Bayesian way by assigning them smaller
weights as they deviate more from the basic distribution. (Hawkins, p. 5)
An example of a contaminated distribution can be a set of reading scores from an eighth
grade standardized test. If the researcher is interested in measuring the efficacy of a
reading intervention on native English speakers and the distribution is mixed normal due
to 20% of the students being non-native English speakers, the detection and treatment of
outliers becomes an obvious necessity if all data points from the contaminating
distribution can be identified. Dixon (1950) proposed a model for identifying values
resulting from contamination that aimed to allow such separation and analysis. If this
cannot be done, the contaminated model must be analyzed with a robust procedure that
maintains power.
In summary, the most appropriate time to Winsorize outliers (according to
Hawkins) is when that sample is drawn from a heavy-tailed distribution. Typographical
error, measurement error, and contamination warrant trimming. This is because
Winsorizing effectively draws the values closer to the center of the distribution and as
such, only values that are representative of the distribution by using existing data
(outliers) of interest should be Winsorized. If an outlier is not representative and is kept
(or if a representative outlier is dropped), the sample becomes biased (Dixon, 1950).
According to Micceri’s (1989) study of 440 Education and Psychology data sets, many
distributions in Education and Psychology are in fact heavy-tailed (moderately or
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extremely). There are also instances of contaminated distributions (mixed-normal, for
example). Thus, at least for some types of measures, Winsorizing seems to be the best
choice according to Hawkins, 1980. This will be tested for the Winsorized t for
independent samples in similar situations.
Dixon & Massey (1969) showed the Winsorized mean to be more efficient than
the trimmed mean for Gaussian and close to Gaussian distributions, but less efficient for
distributions with very long tails, which may imply contamination and, if so, is consistent
with Hawkins’s (1980) suggestion to trim instead of Winsorize in such instances. Rivest
(1994) showed that Winsorizing is particularly helpful for skewed distributions.
Some researchers prefer to use a rule of thumb method for Winsorizing or
trimming, but this can lead to inexact estimates of location as the method (or criterion)
used to detect outliers can impact subsequent inferences (Carey et al., 1997). Though it
involves a process that is slightly more complex than using a simple rule of thumb,
Maximum likelihood (M-) estimators can be used to identify the exact number of values
at each end of a sample to Winsorize or trim (Wilcox, 1998) and have been shown by
Sawilowsky (2002) to produce narrower bracketed (confidence) intervals with real
Educational and Psychological data distributions (see Micceri, 1989) for sample sizes less
than 50 (and in most cases, for samples greater than 50).
Robustness to Type I Error:
Bradley (1978) asserted that robustness, as discussed in many statistics textbooks,
has lacked a solid definition.

Even after decades of research aimed at honing the

definition for specific tests, many textbooks still only give general guidelines. He did,
however, provide some definitions of his own. The need for a study like this to apply
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Bradley’s definitions of robustness for the Winsorized t exists as those for the regular t
have existed (and continues so for tests conducted with real data distributions not
examined by Micceri, 1989).
Used in several studies of type I error (see Maxwell, 1980 and Ramsey et al.,
2010), Bradley’s (1978) criteria identifies stringent and liberal type I robustness.
According to Bradley, p-values between 0.5 α and 1.5 α ( p − α ≤

α
) (i.e. for α =.05,
2

between .025 and .075) are considered to be meet a liberal criteria for robustness, while
p-values between 0.1 α and 1.1 α ( p − α ≤

α
) are considered to meet a stringent
10

criteria. Table 2 shows liberal and stringent robustness definitions for both α =.05 and α
=.01:	
  

The directions of non-robustness are conservative (not rejecting the null
hypothesis as much as the alpha level allows) and liberal (rejecting the null hypothesis
more than allowed by the alpha level). Figure 1 illustrates the interactions between range
(definition) and direction of (non-)robustness and how these will be identified (no
formatting, bolded, and italicized with highlighting) in this chapter:
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It has long been known by those who study robustness that real data seldom
approximate the normal curve. Even Gossett (who originally formulated the t-test)
acknowledged this and encouraged robustness studies with this knowledge in mind
(Pearson & Please, 1975). Pearson & Please, among others (i.e. Boneau, 1960, Bradley,
1977), conducted robustness studies on real data, but the benchmark for such studies is
Micceri (1989). Micceri’s advantage was not only the number of real distributions
collected; he also had modern computer sampling and data sets from journals, test
publishers, school districts, the Florida Department of Education, and the University of
South Florida’s institutional research department.

This allowed for more accurate

estimation of distributions common to achievement and psychometric measures. It should
also be noted here that data from Education and Psychology has especially extreme
departures from normality.
One of the most commonly applied statistical procedures, the t-test is used across
most fields of research. Yet, since most data distributions do not meet the assumption of
normality, this is cause for concern. Sawilowsky & Blair (1992) noted that the t-test is
robust to type I error under the following conditions:
1.

	
  

Sample sizes must be equal or nearly so.

15

2.

Sample sizes must be fairly large (25 to 30 according to Boneau, 1960)

3.

Tests should be two-tailed instead of one-tailed.

With these conditions met, Sawilowsky & Blair (in referencing Efron, 1969; Gayen,
1949, 1950; Geary, 1936, 1947; Pearson & Please, 1975) observed results to be of a
conservative nature (Sawilowsky and Blair, 1992).
The next several pages will review the study of Sawilowsky and Blair (1992), in
which robustness of the t-test was examined when data were randomly drawn (with
replacement) from Micceri’s real data sets.
Using eight real distributions identified and estimated by Micceri (1989),
Sawilowsky & Blair (1992) conducted Monte Carlo studies on the independent samples ttest for instances of departures from normal distributions. Samples were drawn with
replacement and the t obtained computed per iteration (of 10,000) of each sample size
combination. Next, the obtained value was compared to the critical value in order to
determine if a rejection of the null hypothesis was warranted. The authors noted that
“These real distributions highlight situations in which the t-test was, by any definition,
non-robust to Type I error. The degree of non-robustness in these instances was at times
more severe than has been previously reported” (p. 359).
It is important to note that the non-robust results occurred when the above three
conditions were not met and that skew was the biggest factor in such cases. Overall and
specific descriptive information for each distribution is provided in table 3.
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As can easily be seen with the Discrete Mass at Zero with Gap distribution (figure
2, table 4), one-tailed and two-tailed (total) results are generally conservative (with
notable exceptions from upper-tail results for uneven samples) with many outside of
Bradley’s (1978) liberal criteria of robustness. The Mass at Zero distribution (figure 3,
table 5) yielded mostly stringently-robust results at .05 alpha level, while the .01 level
yielded many liberally-robust results in both conservative (mostly) and liberal directions.
For the Extreme Asymmetric (Psychometric) distribution (figure 4, table 6), twotailed results tended to be more exact or within the liberal criteria of robustness.
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However, for unbalanced samples, upper-tail results tended to be liberal and lower-tail
results conservative. This makes sense when looking at the skew of this distribution. For
α = .10, this trend is accentuated by non-robust (by liberal definition) results in both
respective directions.
Results for the Extreme Asymmetric (Achievement) distribution (figure 5, table
7) tended to be the opposite of those from its Psychometric counterpart. A brief glance at
this distribution explains why; they are both skewed yet in opposite directions.
	
  
	
  

Figure 2: Discrete Mass at Zero with Gap. Adapted from Sawilowsky & Blair, 1992 (p.
356).
For the Extreme Bimodal (Psychometric) distribution (figure 6, table 8), twotailed results were liberal or exact but rarely ever conservative.
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Figure 3: Mass at Zero. Adapted from Sawilowsky & Blair, 1992 (p. 356).
Multimodal and Lumpy (achievement, figure 7, table 9) results were generally
stringently-robust for α = .05, though there are many examples of liberally-robust results
in the liberal direction for α = .01.
For the Digit Preference (achievement) distribution (figure 8, table 10), results
were generally robust for α = .05 with a mixture of liberally-robust (both directions) and
stringently-robust results for α = .10, especially for samples of 20 or less and for uppertail results.
The Smooth Symmetric (achievement) distribution (figure 9, table 11) yielded
mostly stringently-robust results for α = .05. Results for α = .10 were all either
stringently or liberally robust, with liberally-robust results occurring in both directions for
upper and lower-tail results.
When running a t-test, the most important part of a distribution is in the tails,
since the decision regarding the null hypothesis depends on them. This explains why
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skewness (in combination with uneven samples) impacts the robustness of the t more
than kurtosis (Sawilowsky & Blair, 1992), which can be seen when results in each tail
(for unbalanced samples) tend to be in opposite directions for skewed distributions, with
the tail containing the most values giving more conservative results for that tail.
Interestingly, Micceri (1989) observed 97% of empirical distributions studied in
Psychology and Education having longer tails than the normal distribution. Also, the
conditions (outlined by Sawilowsky & Blair) necessary for a t-test to be robust are not the
norm. Taken together, this illustrates the need for a robust test such as the two-sample
Winsorized t for studies conducted with real data in Education, Psychology, and probably
most other disciplines, in order to obtain results that are robust to type I error.
Although they are based on much smaller samples, the distributions (figure 10)
from Pearson & Please (1975, p. 225) illustrate how data from other disciplines can be
relatively more normal. This, of course, depends on the type (and sensitivity) of the
measure.
Boneau (1960) showed the t to be remarkably robust for equal samples and
variances. However, the distributions used in the study were from normal, Exponential,
and rectangular (Uniform) distributions (see table 12). While the t proved to be relatively
non-robust for the Exponential distribution in most cases and to a lesser degree for the
rectangular distribution for samples of 15, the applied researcher must consider how
common such distributions are with real data.
Robustness to type II error
If the researcher is unsure about the population distribution parameters of either
sample, then if outliers are found on either sample, both tails from both samples should
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Figure 4: Extreme Asymmetry (Psychometric). Adapted from Sawilowsky & Blair, 1992
(p. 356).
be Winsorized to compare the central and common data characteristics. Under normality,
Winsorizing can lead to a minimal power loss, but with long-tailed distributions, it can
lead to a great gain in power (Fung & Rahman, 1980). Yuen and Dixon (1973) reached
the same conclusion with trimming. Fung and Rahman showed the trimmed and
Winsorized t-tests to have immaterially small power differences. Yuen & Dixon (1973)
found that for samples equal-to or greater-than 10, the loss of power for both trimmed
and Winsorized t-tests is negligible under normality and for samples equal-to or less-than
5, the regular t is recommended except for instances of substantial departures from
normality. Sawilowsky and Blair (1992) found the t-test to be robust to type II error
under non-normal conditions, but suggested that robust nonparametric competitors may
be a better choice. The Winsorized t may be an example of such a robust competitor.
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Figure 5: Extreme Asymmetry (Achievement). Adapted from Sawilowsky & Blair, 1992
(p. 357).
Winsorized t
For long-tailed underlying distributions, Dixon & Tukey (1968) recommended
using the Winsorized t. “When the population is normally distributed, Winsorized t also
behaves, to a satisfactory approximation, to Student’s t with h – 1 degrees of freedom.
Asymptotically, the ratio tends to a Gaussian variate and standard normal tables can be
used” (Dixon & Tukey, 1968). For two samples, this is extended to (h1 + h2) – 2 degrees
of freedom. As such, the formula for the independent samples Winsorized t used is
identical to that of the regular t for independent samples with a few slight changes in
notation (Farrell-Singleton, 2010):
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Figure 6: Extreme Bimodal. Adapted from Sawilowsky & Blair, 1992 (p. 357).

with the Winsorized variance:
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where Xw is the Winsorized mean, y1 ,K , yn are y ordered observations from a sample,
and k is the number of Winsorized values. There have been alternative formulas
recommended by Fung and Rahman (1980) and Gans (1988), but none of these have been
subject to verification (in generating critical values) via Monte Carlo methods with
1,000,000 iterations as those by Farrell-Singleton (2010), as was done in this study. This
is not to say that these alternative formulas are not as good or superior and they may be
worthy for use in replicating this study in the future.
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Figure 7: Multimodal and lumpy. Adapted from Sawilowsky & Blair, 1992 (p. 357).
Monte Carlo Methods:
The Monte Carlo method has its modern roots in particle physics, where it was
first used by Scientists at the Los Alamos Laboratory to detect the location (or distance
traveled) of neutrons (Metropolis, 1987) and was instrumental in research leading up to
the development of the atomic bomb. Metropolis & Ulam (1949) described it as a
technique that is made possible with the help of modern (at the time, punch card-based)
computers. This modern analytical method eclipsed the previously tedious method of
sampling (Metropolis) and served to exponentially increase the efficiency of the process.
“Monte Carlo refers to repeated sampling from a probability distribution to determine the
long run average of some parameter or characteristic” (Sawilowsky & Fahoome, 2003, p.
46). Sampling is done with replacement such that each value has an equal chance of
selection for every sample. Upon sampling, data are analyzed and results are recorded
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Figure 8: Digit Preference. Adapted from Sawilowsky & Blair, 1992 (p. 358).
before proceeding to the next sample/analysis. The overall results (from all samples) are
tallied in some form.
“Simulation is the representation of reality with a model that can be manipulated”
(Sawilowsky & Fahoome, p. 46). The accuracy of a simulation improves with the
accuracy of its constituent parameters. Simulations serve a variety of purposes across
many fields of study as they enable one to approximate reality in order to predict
potential outcomes. Such predictions can inform anything from where to build a factory
to the probable location of a subatomic particle.
A Monte Carlo simulation can be defined as “the use of a computer program to
simulate some aspect of reality (to make) determinations of the nature of reality or
change in reality through the repeated sampling via Monte Carlo methods” (Sawilowsky
& Fahoome, 2003, p. 46). In statistics, Monte Carlo simulations are often used to
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Figure 9: Smooth Symmetric. Adapted from Sawilowsky & Blair, 1992 (p. 358).
evaluate the robustness and/or power of a statistical test under certain conditions (i.e.
assumption violations). The purpose of such studies are to gain knowledge into what tests
work best under certain conditions so that researchers from all disciplines benefit in their
ability to make discoveries and/or avoid false positives.
Resultant Topic
Instead of adjusting the degrees of freedom to compare an approximate critical
value to t obtained, one could instead just modify the critical value. Based on this line of
thinking, Farrell-Singleton (2010) developed the table of Winsorized t values. This study
aims to evaluate these methods to determine which is more robust to type I and II errors
across sample sizes, Winsorized amounts, various distributions, alpha levels (.01 and
.05), and effect sizes through Monte Carlo simulations conducted via Fortran. In addition,
Micceri’s real data sets will be used to benefit the generalization of results to Educational
and Psychological data sets.
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Figure 10. Histogram distributions of some industrial data. Reprinted from “Relation
between the shape of population distribution and the robustness of four simple test
statistics,” by E. S. Pearson and N. W. Please, 1975, Biometrika, 62, p. 22.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Purpose:
A Monte Carlo study will be used to evaluate the robustness properties of the
Winsorized t-test using a newly developed table of critical values (Farrell-Singleton,
2010) to verify the robustness of the two independent samples t-test for α = .05 and .01
for a selection of mathematical distributions and real data sets, for various sample sizes,
amounts of Winsorized values, effect sizes, and distribution shapes. The results will be
compared with the same set of parameters of the t with outliers as well as with the
Winsorized t-obtained where the formula (instead of the critical value) with adjusted
degrees of freedom is used to accommodate the outliers. When used for two samples, the
Winsorized t table assumes symmetrically-Winsorized samples due to the presence of
outliers (in equal amounts) at both tails of each sample. Therefore, every simulation
across all conditions will account for this assumption.
The four sets of simulations being compared are:
1.

Ordinary t-test with no outliers present in each sample.

2.

Ordinary t-test with outliers present in each sample (equally per end).

3.

Winsorized t-test with regular ((h1 + h2) – 2 degrees of freedom) t critical values
(outliers Winsorized).

4.

Winsorized t-test with Winsorized t critical values (outliers will be Winsorized).
For each study, the number of outliers and Winsorized amounts will be equal

across samples per iteration. This will also apply to unbalanced samples. For example, if
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2 values are to be Winsorized per end for n =10, when n = 5, only one original value will
be left. This is practiced due to the nature of the table of Winsorized critical values since
it gives the degrees of freedom and Winsorized amount.
The magnitude of generated outliers will be equal per sample and based on the
lowest value not transformed to an outlier. Individual combinations of parameters as well
as overall sets of simulations will be compared so that a detailed picture of the results
may emerge in addition to overall trends. Alpha levels of .01 and .05 were chosen to
reflect those most common in applied research. Distributions will include normal, those
from Micceri (1989) (to generalize results to real world data), Cauchy, t (3 df), ChiSquared (2 df), and Exponential and Uniform for comparison with Boneau (1960). Effect
sizes of 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, and 1.2 will be added for the type II error portion. The normal
distribution will serve as a control since the table of t and Winsorized t critical values are
based on normality.
Simulation of Outliers:
The terms “one-out” and “one-wild” have been used by several researchers to
indicate an obvious outlier, though exact values vary in usage. Examples of the how the
"one-wild" value has been generated include: any value randomly drawn from a
population of N (0, 100) (Lax, 1985), of N (10, 0) (Carey et al., 1997), or a number
drawn from a normal distribution that is multiplied by ten (Wilcox, 1998). The first two
above examples involve using an "outlier-generating model" in which outliers are drawn
from a separate theoretical population (Davies & Gather, 1993). This is actually
simulating contamination, which is a unique situation whereby a separate mechanism
generates outliers due to the presence of a separate distribution (Hawkins, 1980).
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Hawkins recommends trimming in such instances and Winsorizing when outliers occur
as a result of a heavy-tailed distribution (though Fung and Rahman’s (1980) results
suggest the Winsorized t to be nearly identical to the trimmed t with respect to robustness
under contamination). To simulate such a distribution in this study, and methodologically
more in line with Wilcox (1998), outliers will instead be generated as follows:
1. Each sample will first be drawn and sorted.
2. Low values (to be transformed to outliers) will be replaced by the next
highest value minus ten times itself (m).
3. High values (to be transformed to outliers) will be replaced by the next
lowest value plus ten times itself (y).
4. The amount of outliers generated will be equal to the amount of values
being Winsorized (in equal amounts per end) for that comparison per α
level, sample size, and distribution.
Though there were instances where Sawilowsky and Blair found the t-test to be
non-robust to type I error, it was for the most part robust by Bradley’s (1978) definitions.
The distribution with the most obvious outliers (Discrete Mass at Zero with Gap)
produced the most non-robust results in Sawilowsky and Blair (1992), so it follows that
adding outliers in general will produce less-robust results. However, if outliers are added,
robust alternatives may be needed, as robustness in the presence of added (simulated)
outliers will be examined. Such alternatives include the trimmed (Yuen & Dixon, 1973)
and Winsorized (Fung & Rahman, 1980) t-test for independent samples.
To be sure, simulating outliers will introduce data points that are not part of the
parent populations (in magnitude and/or frequency). Also, standard deviations used as
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multipliers for effect size are based on the original population distributions, which often
do not have outliers. These practices are common in articles cited in the above literature
review (for examples, see Lax, 1985 and Carey et al., 1997). Computationally, this
reinforces the status of the outliers as not from the parent distributions. To test how a
Winsorized t-test helps in this situation seems to go against the above literature review
since it was noted that Winsorizing is more appropriate for when outliers represent the
parent population distribution. However, Fung and Rahman (1980) found the two-sample
Winsorized t to be as robust as the two-sample trimmed t under contaminated and longtailed distributions. Since Winsorized distributions will be compared to real parent
distributions with no outliers, if the parent distributions have outliers themselves then this
will be accounted for (i.e. parent distribution outliers vs. parent plus simulated outliers
will be examined).
Though some of the real distributions to be used in this study already have
outliers, simulating additional outliers will serve to exaggerate them to accentuate their
presence. In the case of discrete populations (such as with Extreme Bimodality), the
frequency of highest and lowest values will be increased. In the case of more continuous
distributions, such as the mixed-normal, outliers will likely increase in frequency, and
definitely in magnitude.
Procedures:
Table 13 shows the parameters to be used for each type of distribution. Note that
the regular critical values are the same for any amount of outliers per degrees of freedom.
The critical values (regular, Winsorized, or adjusted) will be used with the regular t-test
(traditional t-obtained formula). For each iteration (of 1,000,000 total) per simulation
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(each line or set of conditions in table 13 represents one simulation), samples of specified
sizes will first be drawn (with replacement) from a specified population distribution.
Next, samples will be sorted and either Winsorized, given outliers, or neither of these,
depending on the set. After this, a t-test (or Winsorized t-test) will be conducted on the
samples and the result will either be rejected or accepted, based on the critical value
being used. If the result is rejected, it will be added to a running tally. When this is done
1,000,000 times, the portion of rejected results out of 1,000,000 will be reported for
upper and lower-tails. If the critical value comes from the .05 column, then a result of
.025 will be expected for each tail. If the value differs from expected, then the test, under
these parameters, Bradley’s (1978) definition of robustness will be applied for type I
error.
Fortran 90 programming with Compaq Visual Fortran 6.6 will be used to conduct
all simulations. The Rangen 2.0 subroutines (Fahoome, 2002), a Fortran 90/95 update
from the original Fortran 77 version (Blair, 1987) will provide random numbers and
normal and mathematical distributions. The adapted/modified Realpops subroutines
(Sawilowsky & Fahoome, 2003) will be used to provide real data sets from Micceri
(1989). For detailed information on how the Monte Carlo-derived critical values were
generated, see Farrell-Singleton (2010).
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

All descriptions of robustness will refer to direction (conservative or liberal) and
magnitude (liberal or stringent) according to Bradley’s (1978) definitional ranges. To
describe non-robust results that fell outside of Bradley’s liberal range, the phrase “outside
of the liberal range” will be used.
Type I Error: Distributions with No Outliers:
With the exception of unbalanced samples of 5 and 15 (where upper tail results
were liberal instead of conservative (.0355 and.0124 instead of .003 and .001)), the
results from this study echo those from Sawilowsky & Blair (1992) for Micceri’s (1989)
real data sets. The mathematical distributions in this study were not used in Sawilowsky
& Blair and results are summarized below.
Error rates from the normal distribution matched their alpha (and 0.5 alpha for
one-tailed) levels. This served as a “control” (in addition to comparing with results from
Sawilowsky & Blair, 1992) to ensure that resulting data from the Fortran 90 program are
accurate.
The Uniform distribution produced all stringently-robust results save for at the .01
alpha level where they were mostly stringent save for smaller samples which tended to be
liberal within liberal range. For the Exponential distribution (two-tailed at the .05 alpha
level), smaller samples tended to be conservative (up to 10, 10) in liberal range. Upper
tail results tended to be liberal in the liberal range for unbalanced samples yet
conservative in the liberal or stringent range for balanced samples. Lower tail results
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tended to be conservative (either in the liberal or stringent range) except for samples of 5
and 15, which were conservative non-liberal. At the .01 alpha level, results were mostly
stringent save for smaller samples which tended to be liberal within liberal range.
At the .05 alpha level, smaller samples tended to be conservative (up to 10, 10)
within the liberal range for the Exponential distribution. Upper tail results tended to be
liberal outside of the liberal range for unbalanced samples yet conservative in the liberal
or stringent range for balanced samples. Lower tail results were conservative outside of
the liberal range for unbalanced samples and within the range for balanced samples. For
both upper and lower tail results, balanced samples of 118 degrees of freedom and higher
were robust by the stringent definition. At the .01 alpha level, up to 118 degrees of
freedom for balanced samples, two-tailed results tended to be conservative within the
stringent or liberal range.	
   Upper tail results tended to be liberal outside of the liberal
range for unbalanced samples yet conservative in the liberal or stringent range for
balanced samples. Lower tail results were to be conservative (non-robust) outside of the
liberal range for unbalanced samples and within the range for balanced samples. For both
upper and lower tail results, balanced samples of 118 degrees of freedom and higher were
robust by the stringent definition.
For the t distribution with three degrees of freedom, at the .05 alpha level the twotailed results tended to be conservative within the liberal range (except for samples 5 and
15, which were within the stringent range) up to 38 degrees of freedom, where results
were stringently robust. Both lower and upper tail results reflected the same trends as
those for two-tailed results. At the .01 alpha level, all results tended to be conservative
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within the liberal range with a few exceptions for unbalanced samples (which were
actually within the stringent range of robustness).
For the Chi-Squared distribution with two degrees of freedom (.05 alpha level),
two-tailed results were conservative (within the liberal range) up to 28 degrees of
freedom, after which results were within the stringent range of robustness. For one-tailed
results, balance sample results are within the conservative within the liberal range
through samples of 10 and 10. After that point, they tended to be stringently robust.
Unbalanced samples tended to be liberal (within the liberal range) for upper tails yet
conservative (within the liberal range) for lower tails. At the .01 alpha level, one and twotailed balanced sample results were conservative (within the liberal range) up to 118
degrees of freedom, after which results were within the stringent range of robustness.
Unbalanced samples (two-tailed) were all robust.
The Cauchy distribution (at the .05 alpha level) produced balanced sample results
that were outside of the liberal range of conservative, yet unbalanced samples were
conservative within the liberal range. At the .01 alpha level, the only difference was that
unbalanced samples 15 and 45 and 30 and 90 were also conservative outside of the liberal
range.
Type I Error: Simulated Outliers:
Simulating outliers in discrete distributions posed unique challenges due to their
bounded nature. With a discrete mass at zero, for example, Winsorized data points (for
that tail) can look exactly like outliers. The main differences between distributions with
outliers vs. Winsorized values are in the longer tail as well as the variance, since outliersimulated discrete distributions have values from the center recoded to the extremes.
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For Micceri’s (1989) eight real data sets, simulating one outlier per end tended to
make results more conservative, especially for smaller samples, since outliers inflate the
variance and reduce the probability of a significant t-obtained value. With symmetrical
Mathematical distributions (normal, t with three degrees of freedom, and Cauchy), all
results with 20% outliers were conservative, non-robust. For one outlier per end, most
small sample results were the same. Winsorizing 10% per end generally exaggerated the
effect of adding one per end. Winsorizing in these cases generally brought p-values
within stringent or liberal ranges of robustness except for large samples of the Cauchy
distribution, which tended to be liberal, non-robust when Winsorized. For the
Exponential distribution and Chi-Squared distributions, adding one outlier per end made
results generally more liberal for this distribution, which was unique yet not unexpected
since these distributions are in themselves uniquely skewed.
Type I Error: Using Adjusted Critical Values:
Using the critical values based on adjusted degrees of freedom generally produced
liberal, non-robust results save for some instances with large sample sizes. There were
few instances where using the adjusted critical values produced more robust results than
using the Winsorized critical values. This was due to the fact that, though both
approaches served to allow more rejection of the null, if the Winsorized critical value
approach still produced conservative results (due to the unique properties of the
distribution), the adjusted critical value approach produced more liberal results that
happened to be closer to the nominal alpha level.
Type I Error: Using Winsorized Critical Values:
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Generally, Winsorizing samples led to less conservative (and more robust) pvalues. Using the Winsorized critical values produced results that were consistently (with
few exceptions) more robust than using the adjusted critical values. Results from the
Uniform distribution were mixed while the Exponential and Chi-Squared distributions
became more conservative.

However, for all distributions, Winsorized results were

generally more robust than their regular critical value (with outliers) counterparts.
There were some rare exceptions where samples with simulated outliers produced
more robust results due to interactions of small sample size, unequal samples, and skew.
Examples came mainly from the following distributions: Discrete Mass at Zero with Gap
(for both .01 and .05 alpha levels), Extreme Asymmetry (psychometric/decay, .01 alpha),
and Extreme Bimodality (.01 alpha).
In tables 14 and 15, the Discrete Mass at Zero with Gap distribution shows how
skew combined with increased Winsorizing serve to hinder type I robustness by using the
Winsorized critical values. In the case of Discrete Mass at Zero with Gap, samples of 30
or greater seem more robust if simply keeps the outliers and using the old critical value.
However, results were generally better when Winsorizing and using the Winsorized
critical values. Table 16 shows just how vulnerable p-values are for the normal
distribution with just one outlier per end.
Type II Error: Distributions With No Outliers:
Table 17 shows that in general, an increase in effect size led to larger portions of
data points that fall into the upper tails and less for the lower tails since the greater the
effect, the greater the shift in mean (or distribution) that should occur. When looking at
the results, it is quite noticeable that the Uniform distribution has the highest rejection (of 	
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the null) rate and the Cauchy distribution has the lowest. For balanced, small sample
sizes, the Discrete Mass at Zero with Gap distribution also had noticeably lower rejection
rates. The rest of the distributions tend to be relatively close in rejection rates. Rejection
rates increased as a function of effect size, alpha level, and sample size.
Type II Error: Simulated Outliers:
As noted by Zimmerman and Zumbo (1993), outliers can reduce the power of the
t test. Table 18 shows that the results of this study generally support this observation
except for the Uniform distribution, which was largely immune (in terms of type II error)
to the effect of simulated outliers. Scenarios with parameters associated with the .05
alpha level produced higher rejection rates, as expected.
In addition to the Uniform distribution, the Exponential and Chi-Squared with two
degrees of freedom distributions showed higher rejection rates than all other distributions
when outliers were added, even more than when there were no simulated outliers.
When twenty percent of the values of each end are recoded to outliers, a greater
variety of rejection rates emerged. The t, Cauchy, and normal distributions were the most
negatively impacted by outliers (for one per end more so than 10% per end), even with
greater effect sizes. This may be attributable to outliers being added at both ends which
contained negative and positive values, thus inflating the variance even more so when
taking the sum of squares (since negative values are positive when squared) of absolute
values.
Also negatively affected were the Mass at Zero, Extreme Asymmetry (P/D), Digit
Preference, and Smooth Symmetric distributions. The common results between these
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distributions were that even with greater effect sizes, they were still negatively impacted
by outliers. Sample size was also a mediator, but less-so for the above distributions.
Positive skew, in combination with a high frequency of lower extreme values,
seems to have positively impacted the ability of effect size and sample size to mediate the
effect of outliers. Distributions with such unique properties tended reject more when
effect size and sample size increased. These distributions include Discrete Mass at Zero
With Gap, Extreme Asymmetry (P/D), Extreme Bimodality, Multimodal/Lumpy,
Exponential, and Chi-Squared. The Uniform distribution was also less impacted by
outliers, but this distribution is also unique in other ways described above and has no
skew.
Type II Error: Simulated Outliers:
Unequal sample sizes had mixed effects on results. The Extreme Asymmetry
(A/G) distribution showed a higher rejection rate for unequal samples, yet the Extreme
Asymmetry (P/D) distribution showed the opposite effect. The trend seems to show that
for distributions with high concentrations of values on the upper tail, unequal samples are
a benefit to rejection rates and for those with concentrations on the lower tail, the
opposite is true. This may be due to the fact that in the simulations, the effects were
added to the larger of the unequal samples.
Extreme Bimodality and Multimodal/Lumpy distributions also shared another
general trend; their rejection rates benefitted less from increased Winsorized amounts.
Discrete Mass at Zero with Gap and Extreme Asymmetry (P/D) showed the greatest
benefit from increased Winsorizing, yet they also showed (especially for larger samples)
inflated type I error rates.
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For 20% Winsorized samples, an interaction between skew and unequal sample
sizes was apparent for skewed distributions (Discrete Mass at Zero with Gap, Extreme
Asymmetry (P/D), Exponential, and Chi-Squared with 3 degrees of freedom). This was
also partially true for Mass at Zero, but to a lesser degree. The interaction reduced
rejection rates for the same degrees of freedom with balanced samples. The opposite
effect as a result of the same interaction can be seen for Extreme Asymmetry (A/G) and
Extreme Bimodality.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

Major Findings
The purpose of this study was to compare approximate and Monte Carlo-derived
critical values of the Winsorized t test for independent samples with respect to robustness
to type I and II errors. As a whole, it was found that using the process of Winsorizing
along with the Monte Carlo-derived Winsorized critical values produces more robust type
I and II error rates than simply ignoring outliers or using the traditional, adjusted degrees
of freedom critical values. Where distributions were not robust to type I error, type II
error comparisons lose meaning (i.e. with Discrete Mass at Zero with Gap, as illustrated
in table 14) since robustness to the former is a pre-requisite for interpreting the latter.
As Fung and Rahman (1980) asserted, under normality, Winsorizing did account
for a loss in power (or increased type II error rates) in some instances. Yet, when using
the Monte Carlo-derived critical values, type I error robustness showed overall dramatic
improvement (see table 20) and power generally increased. The Monte Carlo-derived
critical values are larger, which account for lower rejection rates in general.
20% Winsorized results for approximate critical values were generally liberal,
non-robust. Though the Monte Carlo-derived critical values were almost always more
robust to type I error, there were cases, with one Winsorized value per end, where the
approximate critical values were within Bradley's liberal or stringent definitions of
robustness and, if used, would be more robust to type II error (for one Winsorized value
per end only).
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Since approximate critical values are smaller, they have higher rejection rates.
When appropriately robust to type I error, they can be used to produce results with
greater robustness to type II error. At the .05 alpha level (again, for one Winsorized
value per end), for Micceri's real data sets, samples of 25 or more (samples of 45 at the
.01 alpha level) produced liberally-robust results. For the Multimodal/Lumpy and
Extreme Bimodality distributions, this can be said for samples as small as 15 (25 and 20,
respectively for the .01 alpha level). In most cases for real distributions, samples of 90 or
greater (for a = .05) produced stringently-robust results with approximate critical values.
For the Multimodal/Lumpy and Extreme Bimodality distributions, this can be said for
samples as small as 45 and 20, respectively.
For discrete distributions, simulating outliers in this study involved recoding inner
to outer values. This inflated the variance more than simply recoding a highest or lowest
value to increase its absolute value, especially for smaller samples. This effect of inflated
variance due to the recoding process may have interacted with the unique skew of certain
distributions to produce inconsistent results. At any rate, such results do not change the
overall results addressing the purpose of this study.
Since Winsorizing serves to decrease variance and increase rejections, it follows
that alternative critical values would be larger to offset the potential increase in rejected
nulls. The degree to which the alternative critical values does this, however, makes a
difference in how robust the results are to type I and II errors, as was found in this study.
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The tails of a distribution can impact robustness more than the shape itself, since
decisions are made based on tails.
As mentioned above, there were some instances of interaction between
unbalanced sampling, effect size, Winsorized amount, and distribution type where results
were unique. For the discrete mass at zero with gap and extreme asymmetry (P/D)
distributions, increased Winsorizing actually led to less robust results. For the
Exponential and Chi-Squared distributions, more outliers led to more rejections. In
general, skewed distributions that had higher concentrations of values on the upper tail
had more rejections for unequal samples.
The definition of an outlier was different for discrete and continuous distributions
in this study. In a real-life study, one may notice a mass of values at an extreme and wish
to Winsorize to lessen their impact on the mean and variance. This is a slightly different
approach than simply Winsorizing to recode particularly large or small values, yet the
results of this study show that both situations can benefit from both Winsorizing and
using the Monte Carlo-derived critical values.
The additive effect of skew and unequal sample size tended to increase upper tail
rejections and decrease lower tail rejections when skew was positive (mass at lower end).
An opposite trend was apparent for negatively-skewed distributions.
Since Winsorized, unbalanced samples were Winsorized by the exact same
amount per end as with balanced samples, the process of Winsorizing reduced variance in
the smaller sample more than in the larger one. This created samples with unequal
variances and negatively impacted robustness of the results. Increased Winsorizing
exacerbated this effect.
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There were several factors associated with larger critical values (and hence,
smaller rejection rates). These include lower degrees of freedom, decreased alpha level,
increased Winsorization, and Monte Carlo critical values (as opposed to approximate or,
to a larger degree, traditional). For each factor, more precision is expected from tobtained.
Next Steps
This study addressed symmetrically-Winsorized samples. This body of
knowledge would benefit from studies on non-symmetrically-Winsorized and/or trimmed
samples. Future studies can examine the same robustness properties for comparing
trimmed sample means (similar such studies have been done, but not with the same
distributions and number or repetitions). Also, such studies can be extended to the
analysis of variance and other more complex statistical procedures.
Other amounts of Winsorization can be examined, since 1 and 10% per end may
be too far apart to account for all possible nuances. If critical values were derived for
unbalanced samples (such that 20% Winsorizing would be based on the sample itself),
unequal variances can be avoided.
A power study comparing the Winsorized t to nonparametric and other robust
competitors would be beneficial and would build on these results as well as those from
Blair et al. (1980). Subsequent studies could catalogue which test to use under specific
parameters to ensure robustness to types I and II errors.
The simulation of outliers is a procedure that varies from study to study. Some
researchers choose to contaminate samples by drawing outliers from different distribution
(Lax, 1985, Carey et. al., 1997), while others simply multiply the highest and lowest
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values by three or ten (Wilcox, 1998). It would be beneficial to future research if such
approaches were compared to see how different results can be when choosing one
technique over another, though the purpose of a study that calls for contaminating a
distribution may be different than one that does not.
There are other distributions from other fields (such as biology and medicine) that
can be estimated and added to such studies. This can be especially beneficial since many
researchers in laboratories are not familiar with robust methods or their great benefit to
statistical analysis. For example, with recent biological databases emerging, distributions
from such areas should become more estimable and robustness studies more feasible.
This study can also be repeated for a table of Winsorized critical values estimated
from Yuen and Dixon’s (1973) formula for the trimmed t for independent samples as
recommended by Gans (1988). Though the results may differ, since the results from this
study show robustness under normality, there should not be much of a difference.
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Historically, it has been accepted practice for critical values for the Winsorized t
test for independent samples to be based on adjusted degrees of freedom depending on
the number of total non-Winsorized (approximate) values. Recently, a new such table of
Winsorized critical values has been developed via approximate randomization by Monte
Carlo simulation.
Based on eight common data distributions estimated from Psychology and
Education along with the normal and five Mathematical distributions, these two tables of
values were compared with respect to robustness to types I and II errors through Monte
Carlo simulations for one and 10% Winsorized values per end.
20% Winsorized results were generally non-robust for approximate critical values
and mixed for Monte Carlo-derived critical values. With one Winsorized value per end,
for small samples, type I error results generally support the use of the newly-developed
table of Monte Carlo-derived critical values over the approximate critical values. For
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larger samples (one Winsorized value per end), approximate critical values become
increasingly robust (in most cases, stringently-so for samples of 90 or more) to type I
error while maintaining an advantage over Monte Carlo-derived critical values with
respect to type II error.
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